We tend to substitute for knowledge which is unattainable, certain conventions, the chief of which is to
assume, contrary to all likelihood, that the future will resemble the past" i
Keynes, J.M., 1937

Yearning for Yesterday,
The Lack of Ability among History Professionals in Europe to Design Innovative History
Curricula and Standards.
Historians base their interpretations of the past on hard evidence. However when they
contemplate about the quality of the historical knowledge of past generations, their
opinions are rarely based on any evidence at all, they are all based on assumptions. I
would like to start with a personal memory. A Dutch gymnasium classroom in 1963 with
a group of 13 year old pupils. The regular history teacher has fallen seriously ill, and a
young teacher, still at University, takes his place. In the front of the class are two pupils
listening attentively to his interesting stories: Klaasje and Joke, yes not incidentally my
name. The rest of my fellow class mates are very active, but certainly not with listening or
taking notes. In the end of the teaching hour all handbooks are in one corner, all book
cases in another and all shoes in a third one. In the tests set by the teacher, Klaasje and
Joke compete for the best results. As soon as we deliver our papers we compare the
number of pages we have written. When the test papers are returned of course we are the
best.
However the others also wrestled through as a few years later we find ourselves back in
the examination class. My fellow classmates are now disciplined, they consider themselves
already adult. We now all listen to a rather boring teacher, who in my eyes tells
interesting stories and we make notes. When tests are ahead I place myself at my father’s
desk, next to the telephone (remember no mobiles at that time telephones are fixed things
at fixed places) Once in a while the telephone rings connecting me with one of my fellow
classmates asking for explanations. This is the way I study for my tests and again, the
results are the highest examination marks. I have decided to study history; all others have
chosen other respectable subjects. At reunions we remember our school years, but my
fellow classmates remember very little of the actual (history) lessons
Why do I tell you this story? Because I think that a lot of talking about the supposed
superior historical knowledge of past generations is filled with nostalgia, and can be
considered as romanticizing a non existing educational past. There exists very little
substantial knowledge how much better the historical knowledge really was. One (small
and not very serious) piece of Dutch evidence at least demonstrated in 1996 that it was
not good when Dutch leading politicians were asked about their historical knowledge.
Among them were many educated in the traditional educational system.
Stop romanticizing
In order to have helpful and sound debates among ourselves and with others, I would like
to suggest to bring this yearning for yesterday, this longing for these good old times to an
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end and face the situation that the majority of school students in the past and present
were and are not very much interested in history and forget most of what they learned in
school during the history class. Just as they forget about mathematics, science, chemistry.
In fact they forget about all subjects, as long as they are not regularly revisited after
students have left school.
Only historians and a (small) percentage of society with a clear liking for history continue
to read and to study the past and think historical knowledge is important. The overall
majority does not care about what they studied in school about the past and forget the
facts learned in history class.
Does it mean that the general public is not interest in ancient times? Not at all. The
heritage tourist industry in Europe is booming, museums in Europe have been
mushrooming since 1945 and the European Heritage Days have hundred thousands of
visitors each yearii. In a market driven society this has to indicate that people are
interested and that they visit historical sites and museums. However if they connect these
visits to what they have learned in school history is another matter.
Little appreciation of subject and the relevance of historical knowledge
This introduction does not mean that I would like to down play the problems to be
discussed in this seminar; on the contrary I am very much concerned as school history in
Europe is in serious problemsiii. However I do not consider this a problem in the first
place created by society, I see it foremost as our own problem. A problem of historians
and history educators, who have not been able to convince past en present pupils,
students and subsequently the general public that historical knowledge, understanding of
the past, and historical competencies and dispositions are relevant and even vital for
understanding the world we live in.
School history is not considered important. Not by politicians as there is a tendency to
discuss with as soon as there is a curriculum reform ahead if it would not be reasonable to
decrease the time allocated to history in favour of subjects such as ICT, modern languages
or any other useful subjectiv. Not by many academicals historians, who despise the simple
and often out of date interpretive character of the school history textbooks and lessons
and generally look down at the history teacher trainers and history teachersv. In almost
each European country history educators complain about the lack of interest of academic
historians in their problems related to history teaching in schoolvi.
But also many pupils and students are not able to recognize the relevance of the subject vii.
For example, before 1998, many students in the Netherlands decided that history was not
significant and therefore made choices for more useful subjectsviii. Only if such subjects
were considered too difficult, they would opt for history as a vluchtvak (a subject for
fugitives)ix By the way: interesting to guess who invented such name, certainly not the
students! On top of this all, in many meetings in European history classes, pupils and
students often stated that they considered History a boring subject, or even worse, as I
heard several times in Germany: a hass fach (A subject they hate)x. Of course thousands
and thousands of history teachers in Europe are able to motivate students positively,
however we cannot deny that many of the European pupils and students are not able to
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understand the significance of the subject and consider history a boring subject with little
importance for their future lives.
If we, as historians and history educators, want to keep history in the school curriculum
or even to give it an improved position in school time tables, it is the responsibility of
historians and history educators to come forward with a more convincing story than what
has been told so far. It seems in 2006 unfortunately that the best defenders for school
history in Europe and beyond are still the traditionalists in favour of strong emphasis on
national historyxi. Their arguments that ‘the nation-state is the cultural glue that has
traditionally held society together, and that social cohesion depends on creating and
inculcating a common national culture in the schools, are used in the position paper for
this seminarxii’ If these traditionalists with the above quoted arguments are the most
reliable and solid supporters for history in school, is this, to my opinion, a symbol for the
failure of us, historians and history educators, to convince present society with urgent and
contemporary arguments about the relevance of school history.
Mix up debate on content selection/lack of memorised knowledge
However there is a second grave problem hindering the debates. In the disputes about
curriculum design and content selection there seems to be a serious confusion between
the selection of content matter and improving learning strategies. It is true, these two
elements are very much related; however they are two different elements and should be
addressed independently. The selection of curriculum content is mainly about what
societies think is relevant historical knowledge for future generations of citizens,
dependent on a number of additional issues. I will later return to this. The improvement
of learning strategies focus on making the pupils and students more engaged in their
learning process and helping them to behold these lessons learned for the future. The mixup of these two elements is hindering the debates about possible programmes of study for
history already for decades and give ground to arguments of conservative educational
theorists and policy-makers that modern approaches to history education over-emphasis
on historical skills and thinking and that therefore students and subsequently general
public lack factual historical knowledge.
Unavoidable selection
The European tradition in history education has two very different conventions. The first,
more or less generally applied in North Western Europe, offered open history curricula,
where textbook authors, schools and teachers were rather free to design their own
programmesxiii. Other countries, among them France and all (Post) Communist countries,
have more to very strict prescribed programmes of study, with regularly even for each
lesson exactly given what to teach. In the last 5 to 10 years this general picture has been
under discussion, resulting in stricter curricula in the first region and more open in the
latterxiv. However there are signs that despite all debates about obligatory or even
canonized historical knowledge, history curricula move back to the picture before 1990xv.
A symptom of the fact that each curriculum is perishable, how well it is designed.
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The reinforced European curriculum debates and in several countries also the
introduction of national examinations made the challenge of content selection more
prominent and lead to a hard confrontation of theory and practice. It became clear that
writing a curriculum, which included all what was considered important, relevant and
useful, was totally impossible. The time allocated to history in the national or school time
tables was of course limited and not all historical topics are suitable for pupils and students
of all ages and levels. As Sue Bennett, former EUROCLIO President and former School
History Curriculum Expert in QCA, London used to say ‘the problem with curriculum
selection is not what to put in, but what to leave out’. The habit of fantasising about what
pupils were learning in school history classes was floored, it was clear that official
selection was inevitable. And with this insight the concern about the lack of (survey)
knowledge grewxvi.
In the present curriculum debates survey chronological knowledge is artificially
positioned against the practice to offer a selection of historical themesxvii. However, what
is considered, the traditional chronological survey of historical knowledge is nothing
more than the traditionalist’s selection of historical topics: a monoperspective narrative
with many important men, few women, no minority communities, much politics, lack of
ordinary people, some elite culture, not too much emphasis on colonial history and in fact
excluding most parts of the worldxviii. Even the newly published experimental
French/German school textbook Histoire/Geschichte, Europa und die welt seit 1945 ,
which has been designed for common use in upper secondary education in both countries
has not been able to avoid this traditional outlook on the pastxix. Only two women feature
in the biographies of important persons since 1945: Angela Merkel and Margaret
Thatcher, the French authors were not able to come forward with one female compatriot
from that period.
Failing memory
Politicians, historians and media all over Europe and beyond repeatedly complain that the
general public has a lack of historical knowledge. Traditionally memorisation was
considered a good educational skill, and history education was a subject where pupils had
ample time to exercise that skill. However memorisation went out of pedagogical fashion.
Many in the present generation of educators doubts if memorizing lots of facts is still
useful for students in the 21th century, indeed (historical) information and knowledge is
everywhere available. However it seems that it is very hard to come with alternative
solutions to have sustainable learning outcomes for school history. The Dutch Curriculum
Committee in 2001, lead by the historian Piet de Rooy, suggested to repeat and intensify
the historical content course three times during the school career of a student in order to
make them better remember what has been taught xx. This solution consequently leads to
either an undesirable even further limited choice of content or an unacceptable superficial
teaching, especially bearing in mind the fact that the Netherlands, together with Britain,
is the country in Europe with the least time allocated to history in the curriculumxxi. In
order to achieve more sustainable learning outcomes, it must be possible for
educationalists in 2006 to find more creative solutions, applying modern educational tools.
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Lack of knowledge about sustainable learning and remembering strategies
We need far more understanding how memory works, and I agree whole heartedly with
the first additional thesis of the PHD study of Jannet van Drie ‘ that history education
would be helped with more research how pupils learn history’ and would like to add also
how they rememberxxii. Dr Jannet van Drie researched in her study how new technologies
fostered historical reasoning. Carrying out a long term follow up study could give
information if such learning also could support better remembering and therefore lead to
better residue knowledge of school history lessonsxxiii. Such research is necessary for
traditional as well as innovative history learning approaches, and would be a great support
increasing sustainable results for a subject like school history
The position of EUROCLIO the European Standing Conference of History Teachers
Associations
EUROCLIO, the European standing conference of History Teachers Associations, the
organisation I represent, has been engaged in similar debates like the one here in Utrecht
since it was founded in 1993. EUROCLIO in 2006 represents more than 60 organisations
from over 40, mainly European, countriesxxiv. It aims to support the development of an
innovative and inclusive approach to History and History and Citizenship Education. It
promotes collaborative values, critical awareness and mutual respect, peace, stability and
democracy in society through history teaching and it wants to contribute to prevention
and reconciliation of inter- and intrastate conflicts. It therefore focus on improving the
quality of history and history education and the quality of the professional group, on
enhancing history teachers’ organizations and civil society and on national and
international communication, networking and cooperation.
EUROCLIO supports a history teaching that addresses a balanced variety of political,
cultural, economic and social issues and of geographical dimensions, offering school
history from local to global level. In order to make history relevant for young people
history teaching should be highly related to current knowledge, experiences, challenges
and problems. Working with history is therefore an open process and pupils should be
made aware that historical knowledge and interpretation are (to a certain extend)
provisional.
The organisation has also defined a general subject methodology where the methods
applied to historical themes have to be transparent and consistent. They include a clear
historical question, critical use of empirical evidence, historical perspective of
interpretation, keeping in mind the knowledge, mentalities and values of the respective
period and a discussion about the relevance and impact for the present. History teaching
should focus on the development of curiosity and spirit of inquiry, ability to think
independently and resistance to being manipulated. EUROCLIO adheres to a pedagogy
that follows those approaches to learning that foster independent and creative learners.
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It is clear that this ideal picture of school history is far from the every day reality of school
history practice. In order to acquire (some) understanding of the differentiated reality of
learning and teaching of history in Europe, EUROCLIO has, since 1997, organised each
year an inquiry into the trends in history education in Europe. The topics of the study are
always related to the theme of the large international training conference EUROCLIO is
organising each year. The inquiries of past years looked therefore into topics such as aims
and objectives for school history, inclusion of minorities in school history, the place and
role of heritage education, holocaust education and the impact of the growing Europe on
the history curricula. Without pretending that the figures acquired follow the academic
standards for such researches, we may say that the results of the questionnaires offer a
good overview about the whereabouts of school history in Europe in the last decade.
The 2003 questionnaire was related to the commemoration of 10 years EUROCLIO. The
questionnaire aimed to give the state of history education in Europe in 2003 and to sketch
and visualise the process of change since 1989. The results of this questionnaire are a
useful resource for the trends, problems and debates in school historyxxv. The outcomes
showed that questions about the organisation of the curriculum, the aims and objectives of
the (national) history curricula, the discussions on emphasis on knowledge or
competencies and on chronological order or thematic approach, engaged history educators
throughout Europexxvi. It became also clear that skills and thematic approach since 1989
had been winning groundxxvii. However as high-speed change also was a feature of
European history curriculum development in the period 1989-2003, the present picture is
different againxxviii. The mere fact of during this seminar the same topics are again on the
table, shows that all these issues are unsolved. And to my opinion will never be solved, as
each curriculum is imperfect and outdated as soon as it written.
Concentration on the nation state
The innovations in the methodology of school history have been focal point for the way
EUROCLIO has worked on the learning and teaching of history in Europe since 1993.
However it does not mean that the members were not interested in historical content. On
the contrary, the search for the European dimension, as future direction for school history
is stated in the foundation statutes. After all, as soon as EUROCLIO started working,
members became aware of the fact that history curricula in Europe in general were not
supporting European awareness let alone European identity. In 1993 history education in
most (large) European countries had still a national centric approach. Even with topics
such as the Potsdam Conference of 1945, the national focus was overwhelmingxxix.It was
generally felt that history education needed to widen its perspective and needed Europe
wide discussions and activities in order to create new ways to look into Europe’s and the
nations pastxxx. Unfortunately it has always been very difficult to convince donors that
history education in Europe needed such content related projects. Only in the case of the
Balkan, clearly due to political agendas, donors were interested in multilateral projects
addressing the history of the region. The European Union only has occasionally supported
multilateral activities on history education, however the focus should be on concepts such
as citizenship, human rights and democratic practice, and should not directly be linked to
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the hard core historical contentxxxi. As a result of these donor attitudes, EUROCLIO
activities have had less focus on reinforcing the European dimension in the history
curriculum than the organisation would have liked.
European and global dimension in school history?
The trend to strengthen the European dimension in the early Nineteen Nineties did not
result in a strong growth in the European dimension in the learning and teaching of
history in Europe. Recurrent questions in the EUROCLIO questionnaires seem to indicate
that since 2000 the focus on national history in Europe is even increasing and that the
interest to enhance a European dimension is subsequently decreasing. When EUROCLIO
asked its Member Associations in 2003 which dimension has been increased since the late
Eighties, national history came out as most increasedxxxii. However this could at that time
be generally attributed to the developments in the new and newly democratic countries in
central and Eastern Europe. In 2004 the members were asked to reflect in how far they
were satisfied with the proportion of geographical dimensions- local, regional, national,
European and world history- in their curriculaxxxiii. Most satisfaction was ushered on the
proportion of national history (average yes for all age-groups 68%), whereas the
proportion of local (no average 51 %) and regional history (no 52 %) was met with some
dissatisfaction. The amount of European history received a yes average of 55 % satisfaction
and 32 % dissatisfaction. In 2005 the results on the question if more teaching about
European issues was necessary, show that there is a general interest for some increase, but
not too much. However promoting European and global citizenship through history
education was generally acknowledged seen as desirable xxxiv.
In 2005 the inquiry also looked into the question what Europe means when European
history educators teach about Europexxxv. The answers show that Europe means in the first
place teaching about Western Europe, with a good coverage from 42% for 10-12, via 63%
for 12-15 to more than 80% for age group 15-18/19. Second comes Central Europe (11%,
32% and 53% good coverage) and Eastern Europe 10, 28 and 48 good coverage). However
Northern Europe is very little represented in European history classrooms. (Only 12%,
20% and 31% good coverage).
However it is questionable what good coverage actually means.xxxviAsking more detailed
questions in how far for example a country like Latvia was represented in history
textbooks, it came out that it only featured, or, perhaps better to say, was mentioned, in
the aftermath of World War I, related to the Molotov von Ribbentrop Pact and in
connection with the end of Soviet Union and new independent states. The present
European dimension differs only marginally from the curriculum choices before 1989:
teaching about Central and Eastern Europe means still predominantly teaching about
Russia and the Soviet Union. The same inquiry showed that a global dimension for school
history in Europe is virtually absentxxxvii. And is, except for a few attempts, also hardly
been discussed in Europe.
A curriculum from a truly global perspective is as far as I know hardly implemented in
Europexxxviii. Many argue that in order to make students to understand the world they live
in it is better to start near by, and start with local and national historyxxxix These are
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arguments though, not based on any specific evidence, but based on a practical and
traditional point of view. I think that there are other approaches possible, however accept
that for many history curricula from a national/ regional perspective are the most logical
approach.
The recent Dutch history curriculum debates have instead of using the term curriculum or
programme of study introduced the word canon for describing compulsory knowledge of
Dutch history and culturexl. I cannot accept that the traditional perspective is presented as
the (national) canon of historical knowledge, as this concept would imply that this it is
canonised knowledge, more important than or even superior to other knowledge. Such
thinking is highly improper or even objectionable. A curriculum is not more than a
practical choice, given the realities to what the present society/history professionals
thinks relevant at a certain moment. Those involved in history curriculum and textbook
studies know how regional and temporal the choice of some topics are and how
provisional interpretations of certain events have been. In Spanish history education
World War II has as little prominence as Balkan history in England. Topics like Korea and
Vietnam, popular in the Seventies and Eighties, hardly feature anymore. However the
Islamic world, colonialism and slavery are gaining ground, while gender still struggles for
recognition. I agree with Robert Phillips that each (history) curriculum is tied to the
present, to the people and society it stems from but should not receive any higher
significancexli. Different people and new times will come forward with fresh ideas, new
concerns and other requirements.
Most topics through show in school history a long tenability and feature therefore already
for a long time in history curricula. Their interpretation and focus has been subordinate to
ideological change as it comes to the way they are presented in schools, however many
elements in the history curricula, introduced in the 19th century, are still present in
history curricula, irrespective (big) ideological changes xlii. Myths and good stories have a
long life in school historyxliii
The situation described above shows that despite the intense debates on the content of
history curricula, and their methodological approaches, the basis for the curriculum and
textbook approach does not show so much change 1989, despite the fact that we and our
pupils and students live in a globalising society. Instead of trying to come to terms with
the needs of this globalising society for young people, many influential local politicians
and intellectuals in Europe are scared about losing control and propagate to increase the
national approach with the arguments earlier used xliv.. However the worst scenario for
school history is to escape to a secure past and to present a history curriculum which was
taught in schools already decades agoxlv. Such approach reveals a poverty of thinking, a
lack of courage and a deficit in imagination.
If historians and history educators want future recognition that their subject is relevant
and significant for the coming generations, future history curricula shall have to start
come forward with new creative questions and not looking backwards. Historians and
history educators have to try to reflect on curriculum choices which could be important
for a student living in the 21st Century. Going back to the nation state as nucleus for the
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history lesson is simply not longer an option; even the European dimension is already too
narrow, historians and history educators have to figure out how to work with a global
perspective.
Let me end with some suggestions for this road map:
Basic aims
In my work with history educators I always start with the basic question about the
purpose of teaching history. I have noticed, to my great surprise that this question was not
so simple, as many colleagues have never learned to think about this question and have
quite unclear ideas about it and what is written in the history curricula they were
working withxlvi. Strange, as it will be clear that designing a history curriculum means to
start with a basis principle and clear aims and objectives. The German history education
philosophers have with their geschichts bewustsein theories (what unfortunately
translates into the total empty English concept historical consciousness) laid out the basis
principle for history education. Although these educational philosophers have not been
able to develop a concrete and truly common understanding of this concept, they agree on
the three vital elements shaping this concept: interpretation of the past, understanding of
the present and perspective for the futurexlvii. If we talk about a possible role for school
history in creating social cohesion it is clear that it will not always be able to show a
common past to all students, however it can help pupils understand the common reality of
the present and at it best to prepare them for a common/shared destiny.
This does not mean that I am advocating teaching only modern history. On the other
hand I certainly believe that the emphasis of the content selection, certainly for the age
group of 15 years and older, should be focused on a rather recent past. I do not agree
which many curriculum developers in Greece, Italy or Portugal, who like to emphasis
those periods in the national past, such as antiquity, renaissance and the discoveries,
which place their cultures in a much better daylight than the teaching about the recent
past. Many Post Communist countries after 1989 have also the attitude to avoid teaching
about the recent national pasts, and looked for those topics in the national past which
emphasized the nation’s glory and victim hoodxlviii.
In 2003 the EUROCLIO inquiry listed the main aims for teaching history in Europe.
Supporting citizenship and democratic education, helping pupils to understand the world
they live in and enhancing critical learning skills are the most important, mentioned in
almost all history curricula. But in fact all aims mentioned, except strengthening national
identity and patriotism, are worth while to strive for and should be the underlying fabric
for the standards to be set by new history curriculaxlix.
Local to global
Teaching the history of 44 different European countries is impossible, even more so
teaching the history of the 192 countries and many more nations which inhabit this globe.
Professionals in the Nineties were interested to discuss ways to open up national history
curricula, creating a European dimension without necessarily designing a compulsory
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catalogues of European topics. At that time, it was a missed opportunity that EUROCLIO
was not able to convince donors of the importance to explore this content matter on a
Europe wide scale. EUROCLIO bi- and multi-lateral projects are experimenting how to
teach a (shared) past from the perspective of a village, a country, a region, Europe and
beyond, but it has never had the opportunity to develop a Europe wide concept.
The Council of Europe project Teaching about European Twentieth Century History,
commissioned Dr Robert Stradling to publish a handbook about this topic.l For this
publication he used experience he had acquired in his work as senior consultant for
history for the Council of Europe and impute from the expertise networks of the Council
of Europe and EUROCLIO. Together they listed the traditional (European) canon on the
history of the Twentieth Century and compiled also an alternative listli.
Traditional Themes 20th Century history
Origins of the First World War
World War I
Russian Revolution
The re-structuring of Europe in 1918
The rise of Totalitarianism: Communism,
Nationalism Socialism and Fascism
Economic Depression
The collapse of International Peace
World War II: the People’s War
Re-structuring Europe in 1945
The Cold War era: NATO and the Warsaw Pact
De-colonisation
Post-1945 political and economic co-operation
The European Community
Glasnost and Perestroika
The break-up of the Soviet Union
The emerging independent democracies of central
and eastern Europe

Innovative Themes 20th Century history
Technological and scientific developments
Social change in the lives of ordinary people
Changing roles of women in society
The emergence of mass culture and youth culture
The distinctive cultural and artistic movements
Industrialisation and the emergence of postindustrial societies
Urbanisation
Transport and communications
Population movements
The changing situation of national and other
minorities in Europe
Conflict and cooperation
Nationalist movements
Totalitarianism and Liberal Democracy
Human Rights

In the new list of themes, there is space for all traditional topics; however these topics are
placed in a broader perspective. And this list shows that it is already (out) dated. In 2006
themes as environmentalism and energy dependency and the rise in communication and
globalisation could be easily inserted.
It is obvious that a global perspective will replace the more or less strict chronological
order by a thematic approach embedded in a chronological time frame. The suggestions
for themes such as democracy and human rights, common European experiences,
European cultural heritage and multicultural Europe by European history educators put
forward in the EUROCLIO questionnaires of 2004 and 2005 fit in the above mentioned
alternative list of Stradlinglii. It looks that there is wide support among history educators
for such approach, at least for history about the twentieth century.
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A global perspective does not mean throwing away the national perspective, but it means
not using it as starting point. Talking about the highly fashionable topic enlightenment,
we can begin with the concept, where, how and why it started, how it spread, where not,
what it meant for certain societies, social strata and men and women, comparing a
national and international example, and to assess what it meant for the local environment.
Such model can be applied from Romans to slavery to the emancipation movement of
women.
Cultural heritage
Modern global curricula should not forget cultural heritage. Among the aims for school
history in Europe the aim raising awareness for cultural heritage came 4 th in 2003liii.
EUROCLIO has since the 1990ties followed an active policy to foster heritage education.
This year we even tendered to obtain the organisation of the European Heritage Days as
an opportunity to further the relation between European heritage and educational
institutions. It was a failed attempt bringing together cultural establishments and
education with the aim to reflect on the present approach to heritage with focuses on the
national heritage of the dominant community in order to widen it to a broader inclusive
and European/international concept. In the vision of EUROCLIO heritage in school
education could create interest for the richness of world cultural inheritance, foster
responsibility towards preservation and enhance awareness for misuse of heritage for
nationalist purposes.
Concepts
School history and the academic study of history both use a set of (historical) concepts.
Developing modern history curricula means of course including this basic set of tools for
presenting the past among them the most important such as mutual inclusive,
interpretation, evidence and sources, multiperspectivity, multiple narratives, complexity,
perspectival, objectivity, controversy, sensitivity and civic responsibility plus the concepts
change and continuity; similarity and difference; cause and consequence; time/chronology
and fact and opinion.
Skills
From above it is clear that from my point of view the (historical) skills and competencies
are an indispensable part of the history curriculum. TS Eliot posed the question: ´Where
is the knowledge we lost in information, where is the wisdom we lost in knowledge? liv In
order to move from information and knowledge to wisdom, students must be able to
formulate questions, gather and process, to structure and explain historical phenomena,
processes and changes and to argue and give an opinion.
Attitudes, values and dispositions
History in school and the academic study of history differ on one very crucial point: the
pedagogical assignment of school. Nicolas Tate writes in 2004: the purpose of education
include both the transmission of what one generation values sufficiently to want to pass it
on to the next and the promotion of attitudes necessary for the maintenance and
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strengthening of a liberal society within a particular state. There is no place here for moral
relativismlv. I agree with him, although I would have preferred him to use the concept
democracy more than liberal. It means that learning about the past means addressing
topics which have to do with basic attitudes, values and dispositions towards society. A
delicate matter, as so often history education in past and present has been misused as the
messenger of political, religious or other ideological stands. The recent disposition debate
in the USA about the social justice paragraph shows again what dangerous waters these
issues are for (history) education. How can history educators teach without preaching and
still contribute to developing basic human attitudes, values and dispositions among the
youth. Teaching history means fostering issues like democracy, tolerance, respect for
human rights, mutual understanding, solidarity, freedom, courage, equal opportunities,
responsibility but also love and friendship. It also means trying to combat stereotyping,
prejudice, bias, xenophobia, racism, violence and hate. And learning about the past means
encouraging curiosity, spirit of inquiry, critical and independent thinking. School history
wants also contribute to students which operate in an open, respectful, responsive,
collaborative and active manner.
And finally, I would like to paraphrase the 6th additional thesis in memory of one of the
promoters of Jannet van Drie, professor Jos van der Linden that curriculum development
should not only be lead by concepts such as useful, relevant, or feasible but also by those
things which reach the hart and make enthusiasticlvi.
All these elements should be addressed when we write curricula for the future.
Unfortunately will the time allocated to history in the curriculum be restricted as ever
before, and the difference in levels between students and pupils will probably continue to
exist. The global curricula of the future will be therefore as imperfect as the curricula of
the past and the present. However if those involved can make clear how they have
wrestled and why certain choices have been made, these curricula will be acceptable. But
only if they have taken into account the above mentioned requirements and are presented
as a provisional outcome based on intellectual exercises and practical constraints. But they
are not acceptable if they are presented as canons implying eternal values and as results of
yearning for yesterday.
So many desires have to be combined in history curricula, that reality and theory are
often separated by a wide fissure. Therefore some relativism, humour and acceptance of
reality is needed, and also a spirit which continue to strive for improvement without
getting disillusioned by the many disappointments. How beautiful the curriculum is
designed, the practicalities of reality interfere on many levels. The resources always are
less abundant as the curriculum developers wanted to anticipate, implementation
strategies are barely sufficient, training programmes for teachers are scanty, the amount of
time allocated to history is rarely enough to cover all curriculum requirements.
As so often in my paper, the problem of learning and remembering strategies is mostly
ignored. This history educator has unfortunately little competency in this respect. But I
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am convinced that if we want in the future to maximalise the sustainable learning
outcomes of history lessons, the impact of this special expertise in curriculum and
standards commission should be increased.
I do believe that we should not be carried away by over optimistic expectations; our
students are just like us, human beings. An average memory can possibly only behold a
certain amount of active facts. The present information society provides people with so
many imputes that our memory becomes overexposed. Eril Lipsic, writes in one of his
additional PHD theses even that ´Nowedays, more important than obtaining the
information is the ability to forget it´lvii.
And when you, we or others, plan to organise again inquiries about what children and
adults know about what they learned about history in school, the organisers should offer
interesting prizes like lap tops, mobile telephones, I-pots or other desirable modern
gadgets for the winner. I bet that the memory and therefore the amount of historical
knowledge of those questioned will increase!
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